Ronald E. Eastman
1200 Mistletoe Court
Marco Island, FL 34145
October 5,2010
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing this letter to introduce and recommend Ruth Wuorenma and the
Neighborhood Capital Institute, specifically the concept with the working name of
"transit-enhanced education districts (TEDs)." I have known Ruth since 1984 when I
was Group Vice President-Lodging Development for Marriott International and she was
hired to develop the first cluster of Courtyard hotels in the Midwest. We have stayed in
touch over the years and I nominated her for full membership in the Urban Land
Institute in 2002, while I was then (and continue to be) a Governor for the ULI
Foundation.
The first regional office for Courtyard was temporarily in Ruth's Chicago apartment, from
which she began to secure development sites and entitlements for 12 hotels in her first
2 years with the company. This was an unexpectedly high production rate, especially
so since she did it without direct access to the full resources of Marriott's Headquarters.
Because of her performance with initiating the Courtyard development plan, we
assigned her to work with the new product team (for what was to become Fairfield Inn)
as its designated developer, where she again exceeded expectations, acquiring the
required "test" sites. She continued in her role as "new product site developer" when
she was transferred to London to explore Courtyard's potential in Europe. All this is
offered to show that Ruth has the experience and the enthusiasm to participate in the
creation and then the actual development of new real estate concepts.
My experience with Ruth is that if she believes in the value and the ethics of a concept
she will do everything in her power to make it work. Makin~1it work, in large part, lies in
understanding the real estate development process and the! need for economic viability.
But it also requires an understanding of the motivations and priorities of others,
including local residents. Successful development strategies require that stakeholder
interests, professional expertise and economic viability must intersect. This concept of
transit-enhanced educational hubs is fully in line with Ruth's 30 years of experience in
finding those intersections so that great places may result.
From my conversations with Ruth, I see parallels here between Courtyard and TED's.
Marriott's experience in creating the Courtyard chain was one of addressing
"unarticulated demand." No one had ever asked for a hotel that looked like Courtyard.
Prior to Courtyard, individual business travelers had been staying in Holiday Inns or
similar products, many of which were in decline, yet remained highly priced. The
company's research simply "connected the dots" of what travelers wanted and shaped a
responsive real estate product. It was a huge success.

(1) As with Courtyard, nq one has asked for a TED. Yet it seems to combine
attributes that many tant: walkable/bikable places; an ability to walk/bike
safely to school; an 8ibility to conduct much of one's daily life without a car; a
"campus-like" sense of place, yet remaining connected to the larger city
beyond; more attractive and efficient use of shared resources (schools and
parks come to mind).'
(2) A second parallel may be that a TED, like Courtyard, may also connote
"upscale" (i.e., "costly" and/or gentrification). Courtyard had to spend
marketing dollars co~vincing consumers that it wasn't an expensive boutique
hotel -- it was just th~t the increased landscaping budget added great
perceived value but at relatively little cost. It appears that the infrastructure
costs of creating a TED, by using landscaping and enhanced streetscapes,
bikeways, and open spaces, to emphasize existing educational structures is
also relatively small compared to the value added. Once community fears are
addressed as to the upscale perception, the reality of a campus design
seems to be a very good thing:
a. It would enhance residents' quality of life by bringing beauty into each
day as well as by enhancing their own investment in the community.
b. It would! also increase the competitive advantage the area has over
other neighborhoods in trying to attract desired new private investment
and attract/retain residents.
However, from a private developer point of view there is something that makes TEDs
very different, from Courtyard. Courtyard followed and served existing demand, locating
near ongoing businesses and airports. It didn't create its o~m demand like a TED could.
A TED is more like an airport in that both the transit station and the schools provide
predictable development anchors. Add to that the higher population density associated
with transit hubs and a TED could most certainly lead demand of net new investment,
becoming a magnet for new residents and businesses alike. It provides the City with
an additional pro-active tool and framework for economic development.
In summary, the concept of transit-enhanced education districts has the earmarks of
something that could reinforce schools and their neighborhoods while also stimulating
new investment and jobs. Ruth Wuorenma and NCI would be my choice to lead a test
program of this approach at two or more sites.
If you would like to discuss this letter's contents, please feel free to contact me at
(239) 393-0442 or ronaldeeastman@aol.com
Sincerely,
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Ronald E. Eastman

